Dear shareholder!
The year 2020 has been a tumultuous year in which of course the COVID-19 pandemic put a
lot of buzz. Also for QP Games, the year has been very special. At the beginning of the year,
we acquired a smaller IT company Toto IT, which led Spotlight Stockmarket to move the
company's shares to the OBS list, and that a new listing review would be made, which we
and our advisors were not prepared for and did not really understand the reason for. Our
continued discussions with Spotlight also stated that an acquisition of Amgo would lead to a
new listing review. We then jointly assessed that it was better not to initiate a new listing
review and instead delist the company carry out the acquisitions and then apply for a new
listing, the requirement from the new marketplace was that the acquisition would be
completely done. We thought then that we would be able to do this before the summer. The
acquisition of Amgo Igaming's subsidiary proved to be much more complicated than we
initially anticipated. In 2019 and early 2020, Amgo had acquired new subsidiaries and had
begun restructuring. This made the Due Diligence process complicated and protracted. Even
the negotiation of the acquisition agreement itself was a lengthy process, which of course
was not helped by the fact that due to COVID-19 restrictions we could not put ourselves
together and negotiate. In the end, we signed an acquisition agreement with a variety of
accompanying attachments. A decision on acquisitions was made at the Extraordinary
General Meeting of QP Games on September 2. The development of annexes and
verification of the same have taken up much of the autumn. We are now in the final
proceedings and we are awaiting regulatory approval, which we believe is a mere formality.
Since November, we are working with our financial advisors to note the company in the first
quarter 2021. A requirement from the new marketplace is that the transaction with Amgo
should be fully completed and paid before listing and that the company can demonstrate
that liquidity for 12 months of operation exists. For more information see the company's
website www.qpgames.se
Happily, the operations in MillionMind and Amgo have made significant progress during the
year and created a foundation for profitable expansion in 2021. MillionMind's new
subscription offering has achieved good success during the year, and was crucial in the first
months of the pandemic when new sales came to a complete halt. Amgo Igaming has made
significant cost reductions and efficiency improvements to the business and is now rigged for
expansion. 2021 has every chance of being a successful year.
I would like to take this opportunity to thank you, shareholders, for your patience.

With the wish for a Merry Christmas and a Happy New Year and a successful 2021.

For QP Games
Klas Åström
Chairman of the Board
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